. SIN score vs. Sequence Conservation. Shown in the graph is conservation of amino acids in H1, H2, H3 and H5 HAs versus their normalized SIN scores. Most of the amino acids having SIN score value >0.5 are highly conserved (Quadrant II). The residues with high SIN scores do not have low sequence conservation (nothing in Quadrant IV). Residues with low sequence conservation all have moderate or low SIN score (<0.5) (Quadrant III). Some of the residues with low SIN scores are seen to have a high degree of sequence conservation (Quadrant I). It is hypothesized that these residues, especially those with low SIN scores (0-0.25) have higher propensity to mutate in the future although they may be highly conserved up to this point of time.
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iv Supplementary Figure S2 . Distribution of SIN scores in representative H1 (A/Puerto Rico/8/34 or PR8) HA. Shown in the frequency distribution of amino acids with normalized SIN scores (in intervals of 0.25) in HA classified based on their context (solvent exposed, buried within core or trimeric interface and SA anchoring in RBS). The frequency is shown as percentage of total amino acids within each of the three contexts. The SIN score range of 0-0.25 is observed across all the three contexts with the highest frequency in the solvent exposed amino acids. The SIN score range of 0.25-0.5 is also observed in all the three contexts with higher values for core/trimeric interface and SA anchoring amino acids. The frequency of amino acids with SIN scores >0.5 are exclusively observed either in core/interface or SA anchoring RBS. Based on the distribution of scores in these contexts, 0-0.25 was chosen as low SIN, 0.25-0.5 as moderate and >0.5 as high SIN.
v Supplementary Figure S3 . Primary hydrogen bonds that are part of the extensive hydrogen bond network of His183 residue in the SA-anchoring region of the PR8 HA RBS. The His183 has hydrogen bonds with Tyr195, Tyr98, and Asn250 residues on the HA protein in addition to a hydrogen bond with the SA receptor. These hydrogen bonds are part of the extensive hydrogen bond network of His183 that is itself a part of the vastly extensive amino acid interaction network of this key SA-anchoring RBS residue.
vi Supplementary Figure S4 . Immunologic implications emerging from network analysis of influenza H1N1 HA. Distribution of major B-cell epitopes on PR8 HA compiled from the Immune Epitope Database (IEDB) is shown. Many of these epitopes are seen to have RBS residues in their networks (as shown in 
